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Overview of

TWC: Joyful Acts of War
Purpose:
1. To gather what we believe to be what heaven is praying, and praying with that in joy,
passion, peace and confidence in Christ.
2. To pray with one heart, one mind and one voice across The Warrior Class.
3. To create reservoirs of prayer in each of our Kingdom Assignments that we can
connect with now and in the future.
4. To compile our crafted prophetic intercession in one document for easy
reference in prayer and devotion.
5. As a springboard for further expansion of our intercession.

Source:
TWC prophetic intel and intercession from 2011through 2016
Devotional Crafted Prayers from Graham Cooke and Allison Bown

Expansion:
If you feel you have an additional contribution, see the instructions on the last page of
this document for how to share your insights.
Stance:
How we approach prayer means everything. While we have intentionally crafted our
prayers and prayer points, intercession is an intimate, personal encounter between you
and the Holy Spirit. Follow His lead. Allow Him to sort, choose and enrich your focus.
Envision the TWC army you are a part of and the delight of the Father in your voice at all
times. Be joyful. Remain in rest. Dream big. Smile often.
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Prayer is Prayer
Graham Cooke
In my own prayer time, I usually find myself somewhere in the spiritual paradox between being
amazed and frustrated, joyful and pained, confident and uncertain, anointed and unanointed.
Fortunately, all of those feelings are the same to God: Prayer is prayer.
When my daughter was thirteen, she described prayer perfectly to me: “Some days, you get in
the elevator and zoom to the penthouse suite. Other days, you take the stairs.” Either way, prayer
is an interesting journey.
Speaking in Tongues
Speaking in tongues, for those who have the gift, is a very important part of our devotional life
and relationship with God because it edifies our spirit and renews our mind. I love tongues
because I can pour out my heart to God in whatever situation I’m in, even if I’m in pain or
exhausted. I have an expectation that when I speak in tongues, God will break in and do
something. I don’t want to use this gift unless I have expectation because I know that the two go
together.
There are times when I want to have ten minutes of adoration of Jesus, where I can sit quietly
and pour out my heart about how much He means to me. When we enter that time of praise, our
reactions to the circumstances around us change. We begin to respond to things in a godly
manner, revering Jesus. It is the opposite spirit to that which the world operates under… Praying
in tongues builds up a reservoir inside of us, helping us to top off the well within. It keeps us
unblocked and in communion with God.
Listening Before We Pray
Most of us don’t listen enough before we pray. When I pray, I listen immediately, just in case
God tells me I can have what I asked for. Sometimes, we pray more than we need to because we
never hear God say, “Yes”. Wherever we pray, whatever we pray, we must get into the habit of
immediately listening.
Often, we listen best when we are reading. If that’s the case, we ought to read the Bible before an
extended, set-apart time of prayer. The Holy Spirit can and will impress on us something from
Scripture.
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Prayer, in its simplest form, is finding out what God wants to do and then asking Him to do it.
When we don’t listen before we pray, we end up presenting God with options, instead of a
request. Prayer is praying with God, not to God. It is praying with the answer, not to try to find
one.
The Delight of Constant Prayer
The more delightfully disciplined we become in every moment of our lives, the more dialogue
we will have with Him….It is a joy if we choose to see it that way. It describes a joyful routine
that does our hearts good, like brushing your teeth or your first sip of coffee in the morning. All
of our daily routines need to be joyful; otherwise, the stress of it can unbalance our approach to
life. The Holy Spirit is so brilliant at playing the enjoyment game; it is what makes fellowship
with Him a complete delight!
…The wonderful thing about prayer is that we can talk to God about anything and everything,
wherever we are, whatever we’re thinking or whatever we’re feeling. We have the freedom to
open up our spirit and go places with God. I specialize in short prayers: “Lord, help this person,”
I’ll ask Him during the day…I keep the flow of prayer going, holding open a channel of
communication between the two of us. The best way for someone to enter the secret place with
God is never to leave it.
The Intercession of the Beloved Ones
As we learn to become conformed to God and His nature and be transformed in our minds and
personalities, He will teach us to look beyond the natural into the supernatural realm and see the
kingdom of heaven at work. It will no longer matter what life, people, or even the enemy throw
at us because we will understand that God is at work all around us…
As bridal intercessors, it will be our joy and delight to pray for the goodness of God to come
down so that the church can learn that we really do overcome evil with good. The Holy Spirit
will give us a new strategy for prayer and perseverance, one that contains delight and laughter
and is full of ardent and passionate love bathed in fresh worship and birthed out of a deeper
intimacy.
As we come and petition the Lord out of this place of closeness, He will be pleased to speak His
favor and blessing into our hearts. Not only will our prayers move His heart and hands, but the
words we receive from Him will be like a balm of Gilead across the nations, and churches will
rise up in fresh favor. The attention of the church will be taken off the enemy and put on to God.
~ excerpts from “Approaching the Heart of Prophecy” Module 2
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TWC Declarations
and Prayer Points
for
Key Territories
&
Key Fights
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TWC Declaration #1
For the Territory of the New Man and a Present/Future Lifestyle

Thank You Father that Your heart is set on us as new creations in Christ: a people who are
bringing Your fullness of tomorrow into today, with joy, confidence, peace and passion.
We declare and release into this Territory:
Joy in the new men and women that all believers are in Christ.
Old things have indeed passed away. Behold, ALL things have become new in Jesus.
We unlock any promises, prophecies or inheritance in Christ that the enemy has stolen or that
have been let go of. We release them to be returned as provision for the present and future as
intended by the Lord.
We lock up any weariness from poor past experiences and unlock a fresh perception of God’s
future that brings hope, joy and renewal.

Instead of focusing on fixing sins, we release a clear lens for God’s development of
righteousness.
Instead of shame, we release a revelation of acceptance in the Beloved.
Instead of a right to be wounded, we release the right to be healed
Instead of wanting new, but thinking old, we agree with God for a Kingdom people who are
fully aligned with the mind of Christ in perception, mindsets, thinking and language.
Instead of fear of failure, we release a revelation of God’s faithfulness so magnificent that it
overwhelms fear with perfect love and produces a generation free to risk, explore and establish
the territory of the New Man on earth as it is in heaven.

We ask in the name of Jesus, that all people would encounter and come to know these truths.
That the eyes of their hearts would be enlightened; re-forming their perceptions, mindsets,
language and actions to align with the mind of Christ and the heart of the Father.
And empowered by the Holy Spirit, to revolutionize their families, communities and regions
with how good You really are and how beloved we are each created to be.
That life on earth would be as You see it in heaven for us and all believers.
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TWC Declaration #2
For the Territory of Empowering Grace and the New Testament Nature of God

We are so grateful Father for Your empowering, abundant grace that sees us today in the fullness
of our identity in Christ. You are a God of goodness, kindness, joy and freedom.
Your grace is sufficient, overwhelming and complete.
Thank You Jesus for paying such an enormous price for this amazing grace.
We declare and release into this Territory:
Daily encounters with Your abundant empowering presence.
A Kingdom atmosphere of freedom and righteousness born of love, delight and passion for God.
A spirit of revelation and wisdom in the true New Testament nature of the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit.
We unlock:
Hearts hardened by the taskmaster of legalism and release the healing oil of Your Spirit of grace,
kindness,
peace and unconditional love.
Chains of fear and control with the keys of Perfect Love and Your unchanging nature of
goodness.
Mindsets of legalism-defined grace and release a passion to practice empowering grace the
way God talks about it.
Instead of legalistic guilt, the freedom of Christ that pervades our perceptions, mindsets and
language.
Instead of a lens of judgment in this life, the clear vision of mercy.

We ask in the name of Jesus, that all people would encounter and come to know these truths.
That the eyes of their hearts would be enlightened; re-forming their perceptions, mindsets,
language and actions to align with the Mind of Christ and the heart of the Father.
And empowered by the Holy Spirit, to revolutionize their families, communities and regions
with how good You really are and how beloved we are each created to be.
That life on earth would be as You see it in heaven for us and all believers.
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TWC Declaration #3
For the Territory of Joyful Intentionality

Thank You Father that Your gift is the desire to obey You and the passion to do what pleases You.
Jesus, You are the Author and Finisher of our faith; the One who completes the good work You
begin. It is our delight to respond to what You initiate.
We declare and release into this territory:
Eyes to see and ears to hear the kind intentions of God that stir joyful intentionality.
Stillness to know and encounter the passion that God has for us.
Encouragement in the unconditional love and unchanging nature of God.
The people of God as an empowered, engaged army, no longer a mere audience.

We lock up:
Fears of challenge and unlock a spirit of adventure and Kingdom exploration.
Fears of new ideas and unlock passion for God’s creative possibilities.
Being overwhelmed with tasks at hand and unlock overwhelming awareness of God’s
provision and promises.

Instead of the constraints of discipline, the freedom of delight.
Instead of logic for safety, trust in God’s unchanging nature.
Instead of striving towards an outcome, the discovery of God’s process that makes us rich.
Instead of settling for good enough, a passion for excellence because God is excellent.

We ask in the name of Jesus, that all people would encounter and come to know these truths.
That the eyes of their hearts would be enlightened; re-forming their perceptions, mindsets,
language and actions to align with the mind of Christ and the heart of the Father.
And empowered by the Holy Spirit, to revolutionize their families, communities and regions
with how good You really are and how beloved we are each created to be.
That life on earth would be as You see it in heaven for us and all believers.
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TWC Declaration #4
For the Territory of Fullness and Abundance
We thank You Father that we are developing the capacity to live in the fullness of life in Christ.
We rejoice and receive the abundance of Your great and precious promises.
You are the Champion Gift Giver—and we are becoming Champion Receivers.
We declare and release into this Territory:
Eyes to see and ears to hear the reality of who we are in Christ and the fullness of that
inheritance.
A spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of Christ in us, the hope of all glory.
A divine revelation of goodness so massive that it overwhelms and overcomes all obstacles,
challenges and opposition.

We lock up:
Limited, measured mindsets and push open the unlocked door of God’s exceeding abundance.
Fear of presumption—and with the keys of Perfect Love, we unlock divine confidence in
Permission Granted, believing God for who He really is.
Budgeting for the worst and unlock the faith that gives and spends for God’s best.

Instead of fearing enemy response, we see all opposition as an opportunity for God’s majesty.
Instead of weariness from making ends meet, we choose the confidence of the Beloved that
perceives Your inheritance as ours.
Instead of considering defeat as an option, we know that with You, nothing is impossible.
Instead of trying to think outside the box,we grasp the reality that there is no box.

We ask in the name of Jesus, that all people would encounter and come to know these truths.
That the eyes of their hearts would be enlightened; re-forming their perceptions, mindsets,
language and actions to align with the mind of Christ and the heart of the Father.
And empowered by the Holy Spirit, to revolutionize their families, communities and regions
with how good You really are and how beloved we are each created to be.
That life on earth would be as You see it in heaven for us and all believers.
That life on earth would be as You see it in heaven for us and all believers.
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TWC Declaration #5
For the Territory of Limitless Possibilities

We rejoice that You are the God of Limitless Possibilities.
All things are possible with You.
Father, You are in charge.
Jesus is undefeated and the Holy Spirit always leads us in triumph.
We declare and release into this territory:
Your expansive vision to see everything as possible because You have overcome the world.
An atmosphere of celebration, rejoicing, thanksgiving and joy that strengthens.
A spirit of wisdom and revelation of the Prince of Peace, with whom we live in rest.

We lock up:
Cynical, skeptical and problem-focused lenses—and with the keys of majesty, we unlock a clear
perception of how big God really is and what He is doing instead.
The reduction of dreams to manageable proportions—and with the keys of Permission Granted,
we unlock dreams and destinies as big as God has imagined them to be.

Instead of chaos and panic in adversity, we release peace and rest to perceive opportunities.
Instead of looking for rescue, raise up warriors who look for majesty.

We ask in the name of Jesus, that all people would encounter and come to know these truths.
That the eyes of their hearts would be enlightened; re-forming their perceptions, mindsets,
language and actions to align with the mind of Christ and the heart of the Father.
And empowered by the Holy Spirit, to revolutionize their families, communities and regions
with how good You really are and how beloved we are each created to be.
That life on earth would be as You see it in heaven for us and all believers.
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TWC Declaration #6
For the Territory of Abiding in Christ

Father, we are so grateful that You never leave us, nor forsake us.
Jesus, You are our Friend who is with us always, even to the end of the age.
Holy Spirit, You are the Indwelling Presence, our very present Helper, Teacher and Comforter
that
connects us with the heart of the Father and the mind of Christ.

We declare and release a profound sense of:
Hope in Christ that is fadeless under anything and everything that comes.
Security in being the much-loved sons and daughters of God at all times.
Secret Place-intimacy, peace and rest to be cultivated in every believer.
We lock up event-based dependencies; and with the keys of divine process,
we release the joy of relational transformation.

Instead of fear of abandonment—confidence in the loving God who is ever-present.
Instead of depending on the next event—joyful, proactive personal responsibility for life in God.
Instead of passive participants in worship—active worshippers engaged daily with the God
who adores them.

We ask in the name of Jesus, that all people would encounter and come to know these truths.
That the eyes of their hearts would be enlightened; re-forming their perceptions, mindsets,
language and actions to align with the mind of Christ and the heart of the Father.
And empowered by the Holy Spirit, to revolutionize their families, communities and regions
with how present You really are and how beloved we are each created to be.
That life on earth would be as You see it in heaven for us and all believers.
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TWC Declaration #7
For the Territory of Identity in Christ
Father - we rejoice that in You we live and move and have our being.
Thank You that You chose us before we chose You and appointed us to a life that we are
discovering in our relationship together.
It is a delight to discover, explore and grow up into the image of Christ that You already see.

We declare and release into this territory:
Freedom from an earth-defined identity to discover how we are known in heaven
A spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge and experience of Jesus.
A fresh, intimate encounter with the One who loves us best.
Passion-inspired worship that ministers to You.

We lock up:
The lies of performance-based identity—and with the keys of Identity in Christ, we unlock eyes
to see and ears to comprehend Your image of who believers really are in Jesus.
The taskmaster of fear-based discipline—and with the keys of delight, we unlock the joy of
passionate response to a God who is passionate about people.
Instead of working to earn acceptance, we release the truth of acceptance in the Beloved.
Instead of shame in what we are not, we release double honor for all we are in Christ.
Instead of behavior programs, we release a process in God filled with His riches.

We ask in the name of Jesus, that all people would encounter and come to know these truths.
That the eyes of their hearts would be enlightened; re-forming their perceptions, mindsets,
language and actions to align with the mind of Christ and the heart of the Father.
And empowered by the Holy Spirit, to revolutionize their families, communities and regions
with how good You really are and how beloved we are each created to be.
That life on earth would be as You see it in heaven for us and all believers.
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TWC Declaration #8
Territory of New Testament Prophecy
Thank You Jesus that You are the Spirit of Grace and Truth—and the model for all New
Testament prophecy.
We rejoice Holy Spirit that You partner with us to release Your confirming words of edification,
exhortation and comfort with passion and power.
Thank You Father that Your declarations of compassion, hope and joy powerfully restore broken
lives and ruined cities.
We partner together with God to see miracles of provision and acceleration through prophetic
words of life, wisdom and restoration.
We release and declare into this territory:
A spirit of wisdom and revelation in the New Testament prophetic as You imagine it to be.
The rescue of prophecy from the purely spontaneous.
The cultivation of a mature, prophetic people passionate for prophecy that is refined, focused and
crafted —so that people can see something more powerful in God’s heart for them.
We lock up:
Old Testament prophetic lenses clouded with judgment—and with the keys of Grace and Truth,
release laser sharp New Testament lenses for words of hope, wisdom and life.
The spirit of prophetic passivity—and with the keys of process, release the riches of Joyful
Intentionality in developing future words today.
Instead of prophetic words of judgment, we release words of mercy, grace and truth.
Instead of looking for shortcuts, we call up people passionate to engage in relational, prophetic
development with God and others.
Instead of prophetic stagnation, we release prophetic momentum for Kingdom identity and
destiny.
We ask in the name of Jesus, that all people would encounter and come to know these truths.
That the eyes of their hearts would be enlightened; re-forming their perceptions, mindsets,
language and actions to align with the mind of Christ and the heart of the Father.
And empowered by the Holy Spirit, to revolutionize their families, communities and regions
with how good You really are and how beloved we are each created to be.
That life on earth would be as You see it in heaven for us and all believers.
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The Warrior Class
Crafted Prayers
&
Prayer Points
for Graham Cooke
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Prayer Points for Graham’s Identity in the Key Territories
Thank you Father that in these Territories, Graham is…
1. Territory of the NEW MAN:
- A cultivator of a present/future dimension of life in Christ
- A catalyst of New Man reformation in the perceptions, thinking and language of
Kingdom people
- One who bring God’s freedom to people from their backgrounds and history
- One who carries and releases Your quickening Spirit that makes up for lost time

2. Territory of Your EMPOWERING GRACE:
- A bringer of hope, that restores confidence in God’s grace and compassion.
- One who shows people the reality of God’s heart for them
- One to whom You have given the keys of wisdom and kindness, that unlock the hearts,
souls and minds of people to who God really is

3. Territory of JOYFUL INTENTIONALITY:
- One who rekindles desire and passion for God
- A father of process as the key to power
- A Warrior who relishes the fight.
- A partner with Christ in resurrecting lives of praise, worship and renewed desire to fight
the enemy.

4. Territory of FULLNESS & ABUNDANCE:
- A cultivator of a radiant idea of God, Self and Kingdom
- An encourager of people to develop the fullness of the Mind of Christ
- A man who inhabits the impossible and stands in the place of miracles
- One committed to becoming and raising up people who are More Than Conquerors
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5. Territory of LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES:
- A Caleb - man of a different spirit
- A seer of relentless majesty
- A man who lives in the power of the one with the One
- One who encounters Your unceasing magnificence towards him
- A warrior who relishes the fight and develops new breeds of warriors
- A bringer of hope
- One that You give great rest and peace to always
6. Territory of ABIDING IN CHRIST:
- A lover of God and the Secret Place
- A man for whom meditation is a lifestyle
- An encourager and catalyst for reformation in people’s lives
- A deep thinker, lover of wisdom and the ways of God
- Lives with a transparent heart to God that obscures him from the enemy
- One who abides in Christ deeply, trusts outrageously, lives in rest
7. Territory of IDENTITY IN CHRIST:
- An encourager that develops the Mind of Christ in people
- A cultivator of meditation, worship and intimacy with God
- One who releases a spirit of wisdom and revelation in the true nature of God
- A catalyst for transformation into the image of Christ
8. Territory of NEW TESTAMENT PROPHECY:
- An establisher of a New Testament dynamic of prophetic gifts and ministry through
training, mentoring and modeling.
- A creator of prophetic resources that develop true NT prophets and prophetic people
- An empower-er of NT prophets to pioneer how to reach the world
- One with the heart of a pastor and the voice of a prophet
- A catalyst for prophetic communities that spark off each other
- A prophet who causes faith to be reborn; rekindles passion for God;
resurrects lives of praise and worship; renews desire to fight the enemy.
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TWC Prayer for Graham

Thank You Father,
That Your majesty overwhelms and empowers Graham.
Your goodness compels him upward above all circumstances.
Shouts of joy shatter limitations.
His stance in You rapidly advances the Kingdom.
Graham is covered by Your glory.
He fights from victory and is continually renewed by Grace and Love.
Opposition only brings amplification of the true nature of God for him.
As You are, so is he in this world.
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TWC Crafted Prayer for Graham’s Health
Father,
We thank You that You are faithful and intentional to heal.
You are the truth that changes facts.
We declare Graham to be on earth as he is in heaven, strong and brilliant.
We proclaim Graham:
As Your Joy, rejoicing always
As a celebrant on an optimistic journey with the Holy Spirit
As a whole man in a good fight
A strong man of stamina and energy
A man who thrives on this battleground, He will leave with a 100% renewed mind,
thinking like Jesus in all things
We bless his days of joyful vulnerability, when You are his enduring strength.
We rejoice that You are Healing Love, Abounding Joy and Deep Comfort for
Graham & Theresa.
Thank You for days of grace.
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TWC Prayer for Graham’s Writing
We rejoice that Graham is:
- A catalytic writer, re-forming the Mind of Christ in the hearts of believers
- An author who creates an environment for something new to thrive
- Your partner in books and articles written with You - not just for You.
We thank You that his apostolic writing opens up fresh ideas, vision and potential in people.
We bless his life body of work and ask for Your spirit of acceleration, revelation and wisdom to
bring it together as You envision it.
Expand the spirit of breakthrough that his words carry.
Set a guard around his time to meditate, write and refine his work.
Let joy rise up and strengthen him when writing.
Provide the personnel he needs for every part of the publishing process to reflect his value for
excellence, creativity and impact.
Thank You that You have made financial provision that allows time to write and projects to be
expedited.
May each writing session hold a divine encounter that renews his soul.
And may all the time, resources and focus that Graham has invested in his writing,
be returned to him abundantly and multiplied outrageously.

Inheritance Words
Psalms 91

Psalms 27

Numbers 13 (Caleb) Isaiah 41:8-20

Ephesians 3:14-21
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TWC Prayer for Theresa Cooke

We rejoice that Theresa is a brilliant strategist and wise negotiator.
She identifies and empowers the divine destinies of people and events.
We bless her gift of administration that makes her a front line champion.
She is prepared for each battle from an elevated perspective.
We rejoice in her new levels of tenacity, boldness, wisdom and peace.
Thank you that she offers Graham and the team fresh insight and fierce protection.
We bless her as a rare jewel, worthy of refinement.
A conduit of heaven to earth in her creativity and worship.
A ruler of atmospheres, imparting passion, intimacy and peace.
A delight to the Father and one whom He trusts.
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Crafted Prayers
for
Personal
Relationship
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A Warrior’s Prayer of Alignment

Father,
Thank You for Your upgrades that allow me to move into a greater understanding of my identity.
I am on a journey into my own personal land of promise.
You are so intentional about cultivating an ongoing experience of Your truth into a lifestyle that
is both prophetic and powerful.
Lord,
I am learning that as You intensify our spiritual experience of Jesus, my destiny begins to unfold.
I begin to walk in the Spirit more powerfully.
I praise You for Your focused intentionality to cultivate the same mindset in the Spirit.
I want to come into alignment with Your presence, purpose and manifest destiny for my life.
I know and expect that warfare is the training ground that empowers me to be come a warrior of
substance and power - as I learn to depend on Your sovereignty and supremacy.
Majesty is the key to intimacy with You.
As I revel in Your Lordship, my perception, thinking and language comes into alignment with
Your intention… and my faith goes to another level.
Thank You that You continue with me in this next stage of development, as I learn the lessons of
majesty, focus and intentionality.
For Jesus sake,
Amen
~ personalized from “Coming Into Alignment”
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Joyful Intentionality Prayer
Father, I am outrageously grateful that when You imagined life with me,
it was with joy, delight, passion and permission.
You wrote all my days in Your book before time ever was and
now I am learning to read the story of my life with You.
Thank You, that as I read, I encounter my journey as You have written it.
I rejoice that the eternal sacrifice of Jesus erases all the places where
my adversary has tried to pencil in a false tale of lack,
fear and performance to earn the love the You so freely give.
You are the great and abundant Gift Giver.
I am becoming a Champion Receiver.
Holy Spirit, do what You do so beautifully.
Take this time of prayer and craft it into an encounter with You
as my Teacher, Helper, Comforter and Friend.
I am so thankful that You continually connect me to the Mind of Christ
and the Heart of the Father, that I may become part of the Body that Jesus deserves,
running without fear, in outstanding joy, into all You have prepared for me.
That the world may know how good You really are
and how beloved we were all created to be.
In Jesus name,
Amen
~ personalized and adapted from “Joyful Intentionality” - Allison Bown
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Goodness and Wisdom Prayer
Father,
Thank You for teaching me to see everyone and everything through the eyes of Your goodness.
It is such a delightful discipline to learn.
You make every day, every occasion interesting and fascinating.
Your joy and loving-kindness teach us how to run and not be weary, to walk and not faint.
To know You is to trust You.
To trust You is to rest in Your great heart for me.
To be still and content in where I am in You, knowing that when it is time to move forward, You
will apply the gentle pressure of Your heart to mine.
You create longing and desire for more.
When they show up, it’s time to go.
Until then, I can stay, enjoy and celebrate all that You are in my life.
Wisdom know when to abide and when to press in.
Grant me wisdom.
Amen.

~ personalized from “Prophetic Wisdom”
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A Warrior Class Prayer
Thank You Father, Jesus and Holy Spirit,
That I am called into this company of warriors for such a time as this—
That You are the Spirit of Wisdom that provides everything I need to navigate this adventure.
I rejoice in the revelation of You available, both in knowledge and encounter.
I embrace the challenges of today as my training ground for tomorrow.
I align with my true identity in Christ as a warrior, champion and game changer.
You are the One who overcomes, my Teacher and Helper in becoming more than a conqueror.
Thank You that You faithfully show me my role in the TWC army and my part in our family.
You are a genius at my development and sorting my Kingdom assignments.
I rejoice that You fully supply Allison, the leaders, coaches and members of The Warrior Class
with wisdom, joy and provision for pioneering new territory and establishing our gains.
I call in and call up the members of The Warrior Class that You have chosen for us.
May I and my fellow warriors ever only be overwhelmed with Your goodness,
never our circumstances.
May we travel together in joy and fight passionately with the love, peace, patience, goodness,
kindness, gentleness and faithfulness that You deserve.
And in empowering grace, with one heart, one mind and one voice;
May we be powerful ambassadors for Your Kingdom, on earth, as it is in heaven.
In Jesus name ~ Amen
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What are YOUR prayers?
The personal prayers here are a powerful starting point.
Find one to begin with and give it your full focus for a period of time.
What are the words and phrases that resonate deeply with you.
Pray them aloud, so that your spirit hears the words!
In time, begin to craft your own prayers from your
Inheritance Words, Identity Statement, Promises and Prophecies.
Or maybe you already have some.
This is a great place to include them.
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Expanding our Intercession
If you feel you have additional prophetic intel in any of these areas, please refine using these key
questions:
1. Title and page of Crafted Declaration or prayer that you are contributing to
2. If it is regarding a Key Territory, which specific aspect is your intel targeted for?
(List all that apply):
- Scripture to declare
- A Warrior’s Perception and Mindsets
- A Warrior’s Language
- Prevailing Atmosphere or Challenges of the fight
- Specific intel for Graham in this territory
3. If it is a Crafted Prayer for Graham, list which prayer it applies to, what your
contribution is. Create a concise statement for consideration to be added to the
existing prayer points.
4. What are the obstacles (specific perceptions and mindsets) to be overcome:
5. What is God giving for each instead?
6. If there is a specific dream or vision, in 6-8 lines, include the imagery in bullet points
and your interpretation.
Send to: submissions@twclass.org
Copy to: your Team Leader (if applicable)

The Crafted Prayers and Prayer Points are for publication only within The Warrior Class.
They are not to be reproduced or reprinted without permission.
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